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About This Content

Soundtrack from the game Uncanny Valley. The soundtrack has 24 songs:

01 - Uncanny Valley
02 - Trauma

03 - Insomniac
04 - The Stranger

05 - Melior
06 - Blackout

07 - Conduction
08 - Police Station

09 - Hospital
10 - Emergency

11 - Ambush
12 - Livin The Dream

13 - Come Here
14 - Unstable
15 - Obscured

16 - Certain Death
17 - Good Morning Darling

18 - I love You
19 - Lone Wolf
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20 - Getaway
21 - Lullaby

22 - Discharged

Plus 2 bonus tracks!
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uncanny valley soundtrack

very boring, just go to play Hearthstone. This simulator has great potential and should work with all standard controllers.
Multiplayer works great and fast, graphics are awesome and physics are getting better.

Definetly worth a try if you want to race quadcopters.
Keep in mind that it <currently> is in a very early stage and needs some feedback to get the physics accurate.. This game... ohh
this game... Where do I start? Maybe the fact that its a Boom beach rip-off? Or maybe its extremely pixelized...? People have
their opinions... but I do not recommend this game! Its graphics look like theyre from the early 2000s but its made in around
2015. Oh I forgot, its also in an archepeligo... Overall, this game to me sucks

. I really wanted to give this game a positive review, but I just can't. It's a fun game for a while, but it gets stale too quickly to
justify it's price tag. I recommend only buying this game on sale.. I will buy and recommend any products that supports or
related to Xianying in a good way.
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i would love if this game got and update one more thing can you make the game lower on processor and vram cause of the price
are good for most low end laptop some player with low end ended up blowing they`re laptop cause of overclocking in this game
reduce the graphic please also make it enjoyable after the story ends and the one thing i love is too add more wepon movement
and other like FPS Game had in they`re system also make a skill that could player use like Hacker Ability to gain some certain
Drone View or Special Forces they could survive longer and can do the most thing alone unlike other please make it like that.
Nice plane and you know it works with Steam. Not bad for the discounted price. Yeah there are better aircraft out there, but this
is nice to add to your collection without paying a lot.. bad purchase , bad game and bad service. This game has such an
awesome, jammin' bgm track it is the only song needed. I have suffered irreversible damage to my spinal column from grooving
so hard to this funky tune. It is as if the Lord himself opened the gates of Heaven to play his holy air guitar in a private
performance exclusively for the ears of my soul. I laughed, I cried, I learned to live again. It gave me the strength to go on when
I thought all hope was lost.
Wishmaster? Yes indeed, all my wishescame true and I shed tears of joy because of the liberating rhythm of this digital blessing
of pure euphoria.
Thank you Wishmaster, my wishes are all fulfilled through your symphony of pure bliss.. the servers simply dont work. pro:
-artstyle
-design
-story
-dungeon crawler
-dubs

con:
-not sure if the combat is to simple (but im not that deed into the game yet)
-graphic settings are a bit clunky

can recommend for that price
. If you have creative skills, this software will definatelly help your explore your creativeness, in ways you would have never
thought possible. (Does require dedication to master & learn).. A walking simulator with a very interest concept and story. It
delivers a disturbing experience and is very good to keep the player on edge. But alas it has a fundamental flaw: A walking
simulator must allow freedom of exploration and how the game should progress but the mandatory actions required to solve
some parts of the game have no logic or need and breaks the immersion.. it is a very awesome+good game and have never
witnessed lagg
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